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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

British luxury car brand Bentley is making a few new additions to its portfolio with the release of miniature models
on a 1:43 scale of cars that have sold out since introduction.

Models are exact replicas of the Bacalar and Continental GT Speed vehicles from the brand. These mini versions
are 43 times smaller than the size of their large-scale counterparts, but are just as detailed in accents and finishings,
including a brightly-painted exterior.

Little luxuries
While the life-sized limited-release Bacalar is going for 1.8 million euros, or $2.1 million at current exchange, the
miniature version of both this model and the Continental GT Speed is 100 euros, or about $121, and is available for
purchase on the brand's webshop.

Only 12 Bacalar supercars were made, making these miniatures the last models available on the market. As a
collector's item, the design details and craftsmanship are all the same on the small-scale rendition as featured on
driveable versions.
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A post shared by Bentley Motors (@bentleymotors)

The yellow paint of the bespoke model, and its curves, tweed and interior coloring, are all exact copies of the
Bacalar.

The same goes for the Continental GT Speed model, with a red paint job, shine, shape and trim all matching across
its miniature models. Even the sewn patterns on the leather are the same.

With both of the large, road-appropriate vehicle models being sold out, the miniatures are all that is available to
brand fans looking to own their slice of luxury, for now.

The Bentley Continental GT Speed and Bacalar are sold in specialty boxes. Additionally, those who purchase two
are set to receive free shipping within the United Kingdom.
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